
To: Griffith, M|ke/O-ACTIVISION/OU=EXCHANGE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SPECIAL
ADDRESSES/CN=MGRIFFITHI
From:
Sent:
lmportance:
Sensitivity:
Subject:
Categories:

Stohl, Dave
Mon 112612009 6:22:23 AM
Normal
None
RE: tomonow
True

I agree.

I spoke with Mnce tonight. Strangely, he and Jason haven't even spoken yet about the letter which I find
a little odd. Jason has been out sick with the stomach flu. They've yet to talk about how to respond. I've
asked them to try to respond to the proposal unemotionally - which is probably impossible for them.
Vince isn't sure Jason will be there tomorrow or not. I'm going to bug him again in the moming.

We should also discuss what the plan B is going to look like. Stene and I going out there is one option,
but there could still be a lon of risk getting the project done depending on how the team takes it. Treyarch
taking it over now is also an option, but scary given the tight tirneline. lt would probably have b be a
combination of the two.

I know you mentioned that Brian K. is pretty over them at this point, but is everyone ready for the big,
negative PR story this is going to turn into if we kick them out?

Just want to make sure we know what we're gefting into. Freaking rne out a little.

See you in the moming.

Dave

---Original Message---
From: Griffith, Mike
Sent Sun 1l25l2}Og 10:02 PM
To:Stohl, Dave
Subject: ng:tonpnow

sorry Dave, just picking this up now. Let's talk first thing in he a.m.

l'd like nothing befter than to solve this, so thanks for working it. But we've got to make sure we will have
a game.

From:Stohl, Dave
Sent Sun 1P5AOO97:47 PM
To: Griffith, Mike
Subject tomonow

Hey Mike,
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